A. TONTON AND THE ACCIDENT
Time limit: 1s | Memory limit: 512MB
Input stream: stdin | Output stream: stdout

On the independence day of Tonton kingdom, Tonton friends take a day trip to the Tonton
forest. However, an accident happens that all of friends fall down to a scared deep hole. The
hole’s depth is 𝑑 (1 ≤ 𝑑 ≤ 105 ). Everybody decide to stand on other’s shoulders to form a
Tonton ladder. Afterwards, some of friends may escape the hole, and find teachers to help.
For each friend, he or she knows exactly the length from his leg to shoulder, as well as length
of his arm. With the friend 𝑖, these lengths are ℎ𝑖 and 𝑙𝑖 respectively. If the friend 𝑖 𝑡ℎ stands
on top of other 𝑗1 , 𝑗2 , … , 𝑗𝑘 friends, the length of Tonton ladder would be ℎ𝑗1 + ℎ𝑗2 + ⋯ +
ℎ𝑗𝑘 + ℎ𝑖 + 𝑙𝑖 . The friend 𝑖 𝑡ℎ can escape the hole if and only if the length of the ladder is
greater than or equal to hole’s depth 𝑑. Because of being a Tonton citizen, all friends have
enough strength ability to form the ladder. Additionally, the friends, who have escaped the
hole already, are not able to help the others in the hole.
Your task is to calculate the maximum number of friends can escape the hole.
Input
 The first line is an integer 𝑛 (1 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 2000).
 The 𝑖 𝑡ℎ in 𝑛 following lines contains two integer ℎ𝑖 and 𝑙𝑖 (1 ≤ ℎ𝑖 , 𝑙𝑖 ≤ 105 )
 The last line contains an integer 𝑑.
Output
 Print exactly one integer – the maximum number of friend can escape the hole.
Sample
Input
6
6 7
3 1
8 5
8 5
4 2
10 5
30

Output
4

